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1. Introduction

In some industries, an established customer relationship makes it possible for a firm to learn the

individual characteristics of its customers, thereby facilitating individualized pricing. This may

be particularly true in service industries, with banking and insurance as prominent examples. In

industries like these, firms often design institutions to facilitate the exchange of such customer-

specific information. In this study we analyze the effects of the exchange of customer-specific

information on industry profits and consumer welfare, as well as firms’ incentives to invest in

learning their customers’ preferences.

Consumers may benefit from information exchange among firms because it facilitates the de-

sign of aggressive poaching offers (price cuts intended to lure a consumer to switch brands). For

example, a consumer originally mismatched with a higher preference for a rival brand would ben-

efit from a poaching offer that is sufficiently competitive to compensate for the switching costs.

On the other hand, within the framework of an established customer relationship an incumbent

firm facing competition from a rival firm seeking to poach its customers by targeting them with

differential pricing offers based on their type-specific preferences can also adjust its own type-

contingent prices to existing customers so as to maximize the extraction of consumer surplus.

Thus, general economic intuition is insufficient to evaluate the effects of the exchange of customer-

specific information on industry profits and consumer surplus, and therefore an analytical study

is needed.

In practice, although a firm might be able to distinguish its own inherited customers from

those of its rival at a relatively low or even negligible cost, the cost of acquiring information about

the preferences of its customers is significantly higher. Therefore, the firm faces the optimization

problem of whether to acquire customer-specific information to facilitate setting individualized

prices, or whether to set prices contingent only on whether it has an established customer rela-

tionship with the consumer. In addition, the incentives to acquire customer-specific information

depend crucially on whether the firms have committed themselves to a system of information

exchange. Our model is designed to investigate this relationship.

In this study we design a duopoly model with consumers differentiated by their switching
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costs. Each consumer holds an individual valuation (high or low) for the two competing brands.

We begin by characterizing firms’ incentives to invest in learning the idiosyncratic valuations of

the firms’ customers regarding the competing brands and we investigate how these incentives are

affected by the costs of acquiring information. We establish that both firms invest in information

acquisition when the costs of information gathering are sufficiently low, whereas neither firm

invests when the information gathering costs are sufficiently high. When investment costs are

in an intermediate range, both firms invest in learning their customers’ preferences only if this

information is not exchanged between the firms. We show that the exchange of acquired customer-

specific information harms industry profits.

Most importantly, we characterize the welfare consequences of the exchange of customer-

specific information. Our first conclusion in this respect is that acquiring and using information

regarding customer-specific preferences as a basis for type-contingent pricing always hurts con-

sumers. We show that information sharing between firms magnifies the loss to consumer welfare

even further. We frame the set of decisions facing firms that are considering whether to engage

in customer-information acquisition and use as a three-stage game with the following sequence

of decisions: (1) each firm decides whether or not to share customer-related information, (2) each

firm decides whether or not to invest in information acquisition, and (3) firms engage in price

competition, and we conduct an equilibrium analysis of this game. We establish that the case

of no information sharing supports a subgame perfect equilibrium for such a three-stage game.

Furthermore, we demonstrate that the equilibrium with no information sharing is efficient from

the point of view of total welfare. Finally, we demonstrate that the market equilibrium supports

excessive investment in information acquisition for a low investment cost.

Our study is related to an important research approach focusing on evaluating the effects of

information exchange in oligopolies. This approach is exemplified in Shapiro (1986) and Gal-Or

(1985, 1986). This literature typically focuses on evaluating the consequences of sharing exoge-

nous information regarding production costs or demand conditions. The effects of information ex-

change typically depend on the type of uncertainty (demand or cost uncertainty, industrywide or

firm-specific) as well as on the mode of competition (Bertrand or Cournot competition). In contrast
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to this literature, we evaluate the effects of information exchange with respect to customer-specific

information under circumstances where the acquisition of costly information is endogenized. In

models where firms endogenously determine the precision of the acquired information, Kirby

(2004), Jansen (2008), and Ganuza and Jansen (2010) explore the effects of exchanging information

regarding demand or cost conditions under Cournot competition. However, these studies do not

analyze the effects of information exchange with customer-specific information. With a focus on

credit markets and with an emphasis on industry-specific features, Pagano and Jappelli (1993),

Padilla and Pagano (1997), and Gehrig and Stenbacka (2007) study the incentives of banks to ex-

change information regarding the creditworthiness of individual clients. However, these studies

do not explore these incentives under circumstances where the banks optimize with respect to the

precision of the credit tests based on their investments in information acquisition.

Our study is importantly linked to the literature on behavior-based or history-based price

discrimination, with Fudenberg and Tirole (2000) as a seminal contribution. In the absence of

information acquisition, firms base their pricing decisions only on their knowledge of whether

they have an established relationship with a particular consumer. In the presence of differentiated

switching costs, history-based pricing of this type was originally analyzed by Chen (1997).1 If a

firm acquires information regarding the brand valuations of its customers, it can apply individu-

alized prices for its inherited customers. In the absence of information sharing, this configuration

yields an informational advantage because the rival has no information as a basis for setting type-

contingent poaching offers. In line with Shin and Sudhir (2010), such informational advantages

constitute a strong incentive for firms to invest in customer-specific information.

Information exchange eliminates informational advantages and therefore enlarges the set of

price instruments available for type-specific consumer poaching. From this perspective, information

exchange generally intensifies competition, in line with the intuition developed in the influential

model of Thisse and Vives (1988). Thisse and Vives (1988) compares competition based on com-

pletely individualized prices with competition based on uniform prices within the framework of a

1Taylor (2003), Esteves (2010), Gabrielsen (2004), Chen and Zhang (2009), Gehrig and Stenbacka (2004), and Gehrig,
Shy, and Stenbacka (2011) are examples of subsequent studies that have applied related approaches for analyzing
history-based pricing. Fudenberg and Villas-Boas (2007) and Esteves (2009) present extensive literature surveys on
behavior-based price discrimination.
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Hotelling model. Liu and Serfes (2006) study a two-period model, where firms can engage in per-

fect price discrimination in the second period. They demonstrate that the firms’ incentives to sell

customer-specific information to each other depend on the distribution of the inherited customer

bases. Furthermore, they show that consumers always suffer from information exchange when

evaluated over the two-period horizon, even though consumers benefit in the second period.

Also, Shy and Stenbacka (2011) studies how exogenously-determined customer recognition affects

price competition. In contrast to these studies, the present paper endogenizes firms’ decisions to

invest in customer recognition and explores the effects of sharing this information among rival

firms within such a framework. In addition, the present analysis also evaluates the performance

of strategic information sharing with the feature that the decision whether to share information is

integrated into the firm’s overall business strategy.

Liu and Serfes (2004) and Chen, Narasimhan, and Zhang (2001) design duopoly models of

price discrimination where firms have imperfect customer-specific information. Within such a

framework these studies characterize the relationship between the precision of the information

and the equilibrium profits associated with discriminatory pricing based on this information. Con-

trary to these studies, we analyze the effects of information exchange under circumstances where

the firms optimize their investments in customer recognition and where, ultimately, the decision

whether to engage in information exchange is integrated into the firms’ overall business strategies.

Our study proceeds as follows. Section 2 sets up the model. Section 3 investigates firms’

incentives to acquire information about the preferences of their own customers, assuming that

firms engage in industrywide information sharing of the collected information, with a particular

emphasis on the effects of information exchange on consumers. Section 4 conducts the same in-

vestigation, assuming that banks do not share any information about their customers’ preferences.

Section 5 compares firms’ incentives to acquire information when information is shared and when

it is not. Section 6 conducts a welfare analysis. Section 7 endogenizes firms’ decisions on whether

to share information. Section 8 concludes with policy implications.
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2. The Model

Two firms, indexed by i = A,B, produce differentiated brands of goods or services. We make the

following assumption.

ASSUMPTION 1. Each consumer buys exactly one unit of either brand A or brand B, but not both, to

maximize a utility function to be defined below.

Let v = (vA, vB) ∈ R2
+ denote a consumer’s benefit from buying brand A and from buying

brand B, respectively, where vi ∈ {vL, vH}, i = A,B. Assuming vH > vL > 0, define ∆
def
= vH − vL

as the difference between these two valuations. Therefore, there are four categories of consumer:

Type (vH , vH) places equally high value on brand A and B; type (vH , vL) values brand A higher

than B; type (vL, vH) values brand B higher than A; and type (vL, vL) places equally low value on

both brands.

Each of the four consumer categories described above is composed of a continuum of potential

customers who are uniformly indexed by s on the unit interval [0, 1] according to their cost of

switching from one brand to the other. Let pA denote the price that firm A offers to consumers

who have purchased brandA before, and qA the price offered to consumers who earlier purchased

brand B (the competing brand). Firm B’s prices, pB and qB , are defined analogously. We interpret

pA and pB as the incumbency prices to loyal customers, whereas qA and qB are poaching prices

intended to induce switching from the firm with which the consumer has an established customer

relationship.

It is necessary to assume heterogeneous switching costs in order to model circumstances where

some customers remain loyal to their incumbent supplier, whereas other customers switch to the

rival supplier. The utility of a consumer with preference (vA, vB), switching cost s (s ∈ [0, 1]), and
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an established customer relationship with firm A is defined by

UA(s; vA, vB)
def
=



vH − pHHA high preference for both brands, and continues to buy A

vH − pHLA high preference for A, low for B, and continues to buy A

vL − pLHA low preference for A, high for B, and continues to buy A

vL − pLLA low preference for both brands, and continues to buy A

vH − qHHB − σs high preference for both brands, and switches to B

vL − qHLB − σs high preference for A, low for B, and switches to B

vH − qLHB − σs low preference for A, high for B, and switches to B

vL − qLLB − σs low preference for both brands, and switches to B.

(1)

The parameter σ > 0 measures the intensity of the switching costs, in the sense that high values

of σ generate higher switching cost differentiation across buyers s ∈ [0, 1]. Brand-producing firms

are aware of the distribution of switching costs, but they are not able to obtain any information

about the switching costs of individual consumers. The utility of a consumer with an inherited

customer relationship with firm B, denoted by UB(s; vA, vB), is defined in an analogous way. To

obtain interior equilibria, we assume the following:

ASSUMPTION 2. Some consumers have switching costs that exceed the differences in consumers’ valua-

tions. Formally, σ > 3(vH − vL) = 3∆.

The utility function (1) captures the benchmark configuration where both firms are able to rec-

ognize the preferences of all consumers in the economy. Such a structure with maximal information

would emerge when both firms decide to acquire customer-specific information regarding their

own customers, and also decide to exchange that information with their rival. In such a config-

uration, firm A is able to set type-specific incumbency prices (pHHA , pHLA , pLHA , pLLA ), and firm B

sets type-specific poaching prices (qHHB , qHLB , qLHB , qLLB ). Firm B’s incumbency prices and firm A’s

poaching prices are similarly defined.

If both firms invest in order to acquire information regarding customer-specific preferences

of their customer base and if both firms exchange this information, then the utility function (1)

defines eight switching cost thresholds describing the consumers who are indifferent between

staying loyal to their brand supplier and switching to the competing brand. Formally, these
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indifference conditions are defined by

vH − pHHA = vH − qHHB − σsHHA vH − pHHB = vH − qHHA − σsHHB

vH − pHLA = vL − qHLB − σsHLA vL − pHLB = vH − qHLA − σsHLB (2)

vL − pLHA = vH − qLHB − σsLHA vH − pLHB = vL − qLHA − σsLHB

vL − pLLA = vL − qLLB − σsLLA vL − pLLB = vL − qLLA − σsLLB .

To explain (2), first notice that the left column describes brandA customers, who are indifferent

between repurchasing (staying loyal to) brand A and switching to brand B. The right column

captures brand B customers, who are indifferent between repurchasing brand B and switching to

brandA. For a detailed interpretation, let us focus on, for example, the third indifference condition

in the right column. The left-hand side of this equation denotes the utility of a brand B customer

with a low valuation for brandA and a high valuation for brandB. If such a customer repurchases

brand B, his utility is vH − pLHB . If, alternatively, this buyer switches to A, the utility becomes

vL − qLHA − σsLHB , where qLHA is firm A’s type-contingent poaching price. In this equation, sLHB is

the switching cost threshold, above which customers stay loyal to B and below which customers

switch to A.

Solving equations (2) with respect to the switching cost thresholds of the 4×2 consumer groups

(4 different consumer types, each having an inherited customer relationship split between two

brands), we obtain

sHHA =
pHHA − qHHB

σ
sHHB =

pHHB − qHHA
σ

sHLA =
pHLA − qHLB −∆

σ
sHLB =

pHLB − qHLA + ∆

σ
(3)

sLHA =
pLHA − qLHB + ∆

σ
sLHB =

pLHB − qLHA −∆

σ

sLLA =
pLLA − qLLB

σ
sLLB =

pLLB − qLLA
σ

.
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Let c denote the investment cost that each firm must incur in order to learn about the customer-

specific preferences of its own customers. Then, the profit function of firm A is given by

πA = pHHA (1− sHHA ) + pHLA (1− sHLA ) + pLHA (1− sLHA ) + pLLA (1− sLLA )

+ qHHA sHHB + qHLA sHLB + qLHA sLHB + qLLA sLLB − c. (4)

The first row in (4) is the profit that firm A earns from “loyal” buyers with switching costs above

the switching cost thresholds. The profit from loyal customers can be decomposed into four terms,

one for each type of consumer with an inherited customer relationship with firm A. The second

row in (4) is the profit that firm A earns from poaching, whereby some of the customers with

an inherited customer relationship with B decide to switch. More precisely, A’s poaching offers

attract those of B’s customers who have switching costs below the threshold defined in (3). The

second row in (4) shows that the poaching profits can also be decomposed into four terms, one

for each type of switching consumers belonging to B’s inherited segment. The profit of firm B is

similarly defined according to

πB = pHHB (1− sHHB ) + pHLB (1− sHLB ) + pLHB (1− sLHB ) + pLLB (1− sLLB )

+ qHHB sHHA + qHLB sHLA + qLHB sLHA + qLLB sLLA − c. (5)

Firms have access to a technology for acquiring information regarding the specific prefer-

ences of those of their customers with whom they have formed a customer relationship. This

information acquisition is modeled in the simplest possible way: By investing c the firm learns

the type of all its customers.2 Sections 3 and 4 analyze two-stage games in which firms decide

whether to invest in information acquisition prior to the subsequent stage of price competition.

Section 3 assumes that the firms are committed to exchanging information, whereas in Section 4

firms do not share any information about their customers’ preferences. Thus, Sections 3 and 4 in-

vestigate how a given information sharing strategy affects the returns on information acquisition

and thereby the firms’ incentives to invest in acquiring information. These results are later used in

Section 7 to endogenize firms’ decisions whether or not to exchange their available information.
2This assumption is introduced primarily for reasons of tractability. Nevertheless the assumption seems to be a rea-

sonably good description of situations where firms make use of fixed investments in information technology as a device
to facilitate customer recognition so that the marginal costs associated with an additional customer are negligible.
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3. Investing in Preference Recognition: Information Sharing

In this section we focus on a regime where the firms are committed to exchanging information,

and we characterize the equilibrium investment in information acquisition. In the presence of

information sharing, each firm faces the following dilemma. On one hand, information acquisi-

tion permits each firm to extract higher surplus from its own customers by differentiating prices

according to preferences. On the other hand, this information will be shared with the rival firm,

which can use this information to differentiate its poaching prices.

3.1 Both firms invest in preference recognition

Suppose that each firm invests c in acquiring information. Doing so enables each firm to recognize

the preferences of its own customers. Since the firms share all their information, each firm can en-

gage in price discrimination among all types of consumers (its own customers and those of the

competing firm). In other words, each firm can direct type-contingent incumbency prices to cus-

tomers belonging to its inherited market segment, and can also target type-contingent poaching

prices to consumers who have a customer relationship with the rival firm. Technically, substitut-

ing (3) into (4), firm A maximizes profit (4) by choosing eight prices, four prices for its former

customers (pHHA , pHLA , pLHA , pLLA ) and four poaching prices targeted to B’s customers (qHHA , qHLA , qLHA ,

qLLA ). Similarly, substituting (3) into (5), firm B maximizes profit (5) by choosing eight prices: pHHB ,

pHLB , pLHB , pLLB , and qHHB , qHLB , qLHB , qLLB .

The Nash-Bertrand equilibrium prices to loyal customers are

pHHA = pHHB = pLLA = pLLB =
2σ

3
, pHLA = pLHB =

2σ + ∆

3
, and pLHA = pHLB =

2σ −∆

3
. (6)

The Nash-Bertrand equilibrium poaching prices are

qHHA = qHHB = qLLA = qLLB =
σ

3
, qHLA = qLHB =

σ + ∆

3
, and qLHA = qHLB =

σ −∆

3
. (7)

The first four prices in (6) and (7) target consumers who have equal valuations for the brands

A and B. For these prices with symmetric valuations, a comparison of (6) and (7) reveals that

the incumbency prices are double the poaching prices. This difference is a manifestation of the
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effects of switching costs, yielding the result that incumbency prices exceed poaching prices in

equilibrium. The four prices on the right-hand side of (6) and (7) correspond to consumers who

have unequal valuations for the brands A and B. These prices show that firms charge a premium

for the consumer’s favorite brand and similarly apply a brand discount to consumers with low

preference for the brand.

Substituting the equilibrium prices (6) and (7) into (3) and then into (4) and (5), the equilibrium

profits when both firms invest in customer recognition and share all this information is given

in the (Invest, Invest) entry in Table 1. This equilibrium profit is an increasing function of the

differentiation with respect to the switching costs (σ) as well as of the valuation difference (∆).

Firm B
NOT INVEST INVEST

Firm NOT INVEST
20σ

9

20σ

9

2(∆2 + 10σ2)

9σ

2(∆2 + 10σ2)

9σ
− c

A INVEST
2(∆2 + 10σ2)

9σ
− c 2(∆2 + 10σ2)

9σ

4(∆2 + 5σ2)

9σ
− c 4(∆2 + 5σ2)

9σ
− c

Table 1: Investment in recognition of own customer preferences: Profits under information sharing.

3.2 Neither firm invests in preference recognition

Now consider the opposite configuration, in which no firm invests in customer recognition. With

no information acquisition neither firm can distinguish among consumer types. Therefore, there

is no basis for information exchange. With no ability to distinguish among customer types, each

firm is restricted to setting prices conditional only on its knowledge about the customers’ purchase

history, that is, with which firm each consumer has an established customer relationship. Thus,

each firm sets two prices, an incumbency price for its own inherited customers and a poaching

price targeted to the rival’s customers.

Formally, each firm i = A,B now sets pi
def
= pHHi = pHLi = pLHi = pLLi and qi

def
= qHHi = qHLi =

qLHi = qLLi . Thus, firm A chooses pA and qA to maximize (4), and firm B chooses pB and qB to
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maximize (5). The equilibrium prices are given by

pA = pB =
2σ

3
and qA = qB =

σ

3
. (8)

These prices coincide with those derived in the model of history-based price discrimination by

Chen (1997). Substituting these prices into the market share thresholds (3), and then into the profit

functions (4) and (5) and setting c = 0, because neither firm invests in preference recognition,

yields the equilibrium profits that are displayed in the upper-left quadrant of Table 1.

3.3 Asymmetric equilibrium: Only one firm invests in preference recognition

Consider now an asymmetric equilibrium of the following type. Assume that firm A invests in

preference recognition and consequently knows the preferences of all its customers and that it

shares this information with firm B, whereas firm B does not recognize the preferences of its cus-

tomers. Therefore, information sharing allows firm B to free-ride on A’s investment in customer

recognition, whereas firm A does not obtain any information regarding B’s customers, because

firm B simply has no information to share. With full information regarding A’s customers, firm A

sets type-contingent prices pHHA , pHLA , pLHA , pLLA . Likewise, with information sharing, firm B targets

type-contingent poaching prices qHHB , qHLB , qLHB , qLLB to A’s customers. For customers belonging

to B’s segment, firm A sets a uniform poaching price qA and firm B charges a uniform incum-

bency price pB . Substituting these prices into (3) and then into the profit functions (4) and (5), the

Nash-Bertrand equilibrium prices are found to be

pB = pHHA = pLLA =
2σ

3
, pHLA =

2σ + ∆

3
, pLHA =

2σ −∆

3
, qA = qHHB = qLLB =

σ

3
,

qHLB =
σ −∆

3
, and qLHB =

σ + ∆

3
. (9)

Substituting (9) into (4) and (5), with c = 0 for firm B only, yields the equilibrium profits on

the lower-left quadrant of Table 1. With this configuration both firms collect identical revenues,

because they possess the same information about A’s and B’s customers. However, firm B free-

rides on the information collected and shared by firm A and hence avoids the cost associated with

information acquisition. Finally, the upper-right quadrant of Table 1 is obtained in a similar way
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by changing the roles played by A and B (letting firm B invest in customer recognition and share

it with firm A).

3.4 Equilibrium investment when information is shared

The analysis so far has computed the equilibrium profits associated with the four different out-

comes of firms’ investment decisions under the assumption that firms share all the information

they have. The equilibrium profits, summarized in Table 1, define a normal-form game in which

each firm chooses whether to invest in learning the preferences of its customers. Comparing prof-

its in Table 1 implies that A invests given that firm B does not invest if c ≤ 2∆2/(9σ). Likewise,

firm A invests given that firm B invests also if c ≤ 2∆2/(9σ). Hence, the asymmetric investment

equilibrium described in subsection 3.3 does not exist. We can now state the following result.

Result 1. For a sufficiently low cost of information acquisition, both firms invest in preference recognition

of their own customers. Formally, under information sharing, (Invest, Invest) constitutes the unique Nash

equilibrium of the game displayed in Table 1 if c ≤ 2∆2/(9σ). For a sufficiently high cost, c > 2∆2/(9σ),

the unique equilibrium involves no investment in customer recognition.

The condition on low cost given in Result 1 can also be interpreted as sufficiently high brand

differentiation as reflected by the difference ∆ = vH − vL, or as an upper bound on the switching

cost parameter, σ.

4. Investing in Preference Recognition: Information Is Not Shared

Section 3 assumes that the firms have committed to share all the information they have regarding

the preferences of their customers. This section analyzes the firms’ incentives to invest in learning

their customers’ preferences when they do not share any information.

4.1 Symmetric investment equilibria

There are two symmetric equilibria: (No Invest, No Invest) and (Invest, Invest). The no investment

equilibrium is identical to the one analyzed in subsection 3.2, because if firms do not invest, they

simply do not have any information to share regarding their customers’ preferences. Hence, the
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equilibrium prices (9) apply and the equilibrium profit levels in the upper-left quadrant of Table 1

are now copied to Table 2.

Firm B
NOT INVEST INVEST

Firm NOT INVEST
20σ

9

20σ

9

20σ

9

9∆2 + 40σ2

18σ
− c

A INVEST
9∆2 + 40σ2

18σ
− c 20σ

9

9∆2 + 40σ2

18σ
− c 9∆2 + 40σ2

18σ
− c

Table 2: Investment in own customer recognition: Profits when information is not shared.

We proceed to the second symmetric equilibrium where both firms invest in order to collect

information regarding their own customers, but do not share this information with the rest of the

industry. Knowing the preferences of its customers, firm A sets five prices, pHHA , pHLA , pLHA , pLLA

and qA, to maximize its profit (4). However, firm A is restricted to a single uniform poaching

price targeted to B’s customers, because firm B does not disclose the information it has collected

regarding its own customers. Similarly, firm B sets five prices to maximize (5): pHHB , pHLB , pLHB , pLLB ,

and qB . The Nash-Bertrand equilibrium prices are

pHHA = pHHB = pLLA = pLLB =
2σ

3
, pHLA = pLHB =

4σ + 3∆

6
,

pLHA = pHLB =
4σ − 3∆

6
, and qA = qB =

σ

3
. (10)

The incumbency prices and poaching prices associated with equal valuations coincide with

those derived in the model of history-based price discrimination by Chen (1997), and these prices

are largely determined by the switching costs. With unequal valuations for the brands A and B

the incumbency prices are modified to incorporate a brand premium for the consumer’s favorite

brand, and similarly a brand discount for the less preferred brand. Substituting (10) into the

market share thresholds (3) and then into (4) and (5) yields the equilibrium profit levels exhibited

on the lower-right quadrant of Table 2.
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4.2 Asymmetric investment equilibrium

Using derivations similar to that in subsection 3.3, we also analyze the asymmetric configuration,

where firmA invests to learn the preferences of its customers, whereas firmB does not make such

an investment. However, unlike in subsection 3.3, firm A does not share the information acquired

with firm B. Therefore, under this information asymmetry, firm A maximizes (4) by deciding on

type-contingent incumbency prices, pHHA , pHLA , pLHA , pLLA , as well as on a uniform poaching price,

qA. Firm B, having access to any type-contingent information, maximizes (5) with only two price

instruments: pB and qB . Solving these two profit-maximization yields the price equilibrium

pB = pHHA = pLLA =
2σ

3
, pHLA =

4σ + 3∆

6
, pLHA =

4σ − 3∆

6
, qA = qB =

σ

3
. (11)

Substituting the equilibrium prices (11) into (3) and then into (4) and (5) yields the equilibrium

profit levels exhibited in the lower-left quadrant of Table 2. The equilibrium profits in the upper-

right quadrants can be constructed in the same way.

4.3 Equilibrium investment when information is not shared

As in subsection 3.4, we can make use of the profit levels in Table 2 to characterize the Nash

equilibrium with respect to the investment decisions with no information sharing. Following the

same approach as that leading to Result 1, we can now state the following result.

Result 2. For a sufficiently low cost of information acquisition, both firms invest in preference recognition

of their customers. Formally, in the absence of information sharing, (Invest, Invest) is the unique Nash

equilibrium of the game displayed in Table 2 if c ≤ ∆2/(2σ). For a sufficiently high cost, c > ∆2/(2σ), the

unique equilibrium exhibits no investment in customer recognition.

5. Incentives to Recognize Customer Preferences

Results 1 and 2 derive the cost thresholds below which the firm has incentives to invest in information

acquisition with and without information sharing, respectively. Based on a comparison of Re-

sults 1 and 2 we can conclude that the incentives to acquire customer-specific information depend
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crucially on whether the firms share this information or not. We can characterize the effects of

information exchange on the incentives to invest in information acquisition as follows.

Result 3. If the cost of acquiring information, c, is

(a) low (formally, c < 2∆2/(9σ)), then both firms invest in learning their customers’ preferences;

(b) intermediate (formally, 2∆2/(9σ) ≤ c ≤ ∆2/(2σ)), then both firms invest in learning their customers’

preferences only if information is not shared between the firms;

(c) high (formally, c > ∆2/(2σ)), then neither firm acquires information.

Figure 1 illustrates Result 3.

-

0 2∆2

9σ
∆2

2σ

c
Region I Region II Region III

Both firms acquire customer information Do not acquireNS:

Acquire informationS: Do not acquire information

Figure 1: Incentives to acquire customer-specific information as a function of costs, c. NS: No information
sharing between firms. S: Information sharing.

Technically, Result 3 demonstrates that information sharing lowers the cost threshold below

which firms find it profitable to acquire information. Thus, information sharing reduces firms’ in-

centives to acquire customer-specific information. This result is not self-evident, because information

sharing has advantages as well as disadvantages for a firm engaged in competition. On the neg-

ative side, information sharing offers a free-riding opportunity to the rival and therefore reduces

the returns associated with information acquisition. That is, information sharing makes it possible

for the rival to design type-contingent poaching offers, which diminish the profit associated with

the firm’s type-contingent incumbency prices. On the positive side, with information sharing the

firm can benefit from the rival’s acquired information regarding the preferences of its customers.

This makes it possible for the firm to enhance its poaching profits by designing type-contingent

poaching offers. Combining the two effects, Result 3 demonstrates that the negative effect domi-

nates the positive effect. In other words, the loss imposed on the incumbency profit by the rival’s

type-contingent poaching offers exceeds the benefit associated with poaching activities that are
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based on the information provided by the rival firm.

Result 3 means that the incentives to acquire customer-specific information depend on the

associated costs and on whether the firms have committed themselves to an information sharing

arrangement. Empirically, the costs of acquiring customer-specific information could very well

differ across different categories of customers. For example, in their extensive empirical study

of information exchange in the banking industry, Jappelli and Pagano (2002) emphasize that the

information required to assess the creditworthiness of firms is likely to be more complex and less

standardized than for individuals. Relatedly, the empirical study by Brown, Jappelli, and Pagano

(2009) of information exchange between banks in transition countries suggests that the benefits

from information sharing might be particularly high in countries with weak company law and

weak creditor rights.

6. Welfare Implications

This section evaluates the effects of information exchange on consumer welfare, industry prof-

its, and total welfare. Section 7 below endogenizes firms’ decisions to exchange information.

However, for the purpose of the welfare analysis in this section, the decision whether to share

information is treated exogenously. We conduct a comparison among outcomes under two sep-

arate assumptions: Information is shared and information is not shared. This approach has the

merit of providing a robust framework to assess the gains and losses from information sharing,

and thereby identifies the winners and losers from information sharing, regardless of how the de-

cisions to share information are reached. Such an evaluation of information exchange could be

relevant for policymakers and regulators.

We conduct a welfare comparison among the symmetric outcomes associated with three regimes:

(i) firms acquire information and share information, denoted (S,I); (ii) firms acquire information,

but do not share information, denoted (NS,I); and (iii) no information acquisition (NI). Note that

for regime (NI) it is irrelevant whether firms share information or not, because the firms have no

information to share if they do not invest in learning their customers’ preferences. For each out-

come, we assume that firms subsequently engage in price competition as described in previous
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sections.

6.1 Analysis of switching consumers

In each of the eight consumer groups (four consumer categories multiplied by two because they

may start as A or B customers), consumers with low switching costs change brands, whereas

consumers with high switching costs remain loyal. The number of consumers who switch brands

is computed from the eight thresholds defined in (3) based on substitution of the equilibrium

prices corresponding to the above-described three configurations of information acquisition and

information sharing.

A particularly interesting feature of our model is that some consumers respond to aggressive

poaching offers, which induce them to switch to their less-preferred brand. We will adopt the

following terminology.

DEFINITION 1. Let the number of switching consumers be determined by (3). We say that switching is

Inefficient: if consumers switch from their preferred brand (yielding basic utility vH ) to their less-preferred

brand (yielding basic utility vL).

Efficient: if consumers switch from their less-preferred brand (yielding basic utility vL) to their preferred

brand (yielding basic utility vH ).

Neutral: if the basic utility of consumers does not change as a result of their switching brands.

In view of (3), the number of consumers who switch inefficiently, denoted by T I , and efficiently,

denoted by TE , is

T I = sHLA + sLHB and TE = sLHA + sHLB , (12)

respectively. Thus, there are sHLA consumers who switch from A (ideal brand) to B (less preferred

brand) and sLHB who switch from B (ideal brand) to brand A (less preferred). Table 3 displays the

number of switching consumers T I and TE for the three information configurations (S,I), (NS,I),

and (NI). These numbers are computed by substituting the equilibrium prices (6) and (7), (10), and

(8), respectively into (3).

The following results turn out to be very important for interpreting the welfare results derived

in the remainder of this section.
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(S,I) (NS,I) (NI)

T I
2(σ −∆)

3σ
>

2σ − 3∆

3σ
>

2(σ − 3∆)

3σ

TE
2(σ + ∆)

3σ
<

2σ + 3∆

3σ
<

2(σ + 3∆)

3σ

Table 3: Number of inefficiently switching consumers (T I ) and efficiently switching consumers (TE), under
the three possible symmetric outcomes: (S,I), (NS,I), and (NI).

Result 4. Customer-specific information acquisition by firms increases the number of consumers who en-

gage in inefficient switching and reduces the number of consumers who engage in efficient switching. Fur-

thermore, information exchange magnifies these effects. Formally, T I(S,I) > T I(NS,I) > T I(NI) and

TE(S,I) < TE(NS,I) < TE(NI).

Result 4 highlights the main distortion caused by information acquisition, a distortion that is fur-

ther intensified when the firms share their acquired information. Increased information regarding

customer-specific preferences enables the firms to refine the precision of their poaching prices. In

particular, firms reduce poaching prices for those consumers who prefer their brand less, to lure

them into abandoning their most preferred brand. This practice promotes inefficient switching.

6.2 Analysis of profits

Table 4 combines Table 1 and Table 2 in order to calculate industry profits for the possible combi-

nations of information exchange and information acquisition. The right-hand column of Table 4

shows that profits do not vary based on whether or not firms exchange information, because no

information has been acquired in the first place. Further, by comparing the entries in the left-hand

column of Table 4 we can directly conclude that the exchange of acquired information always

reduces industry profits.

Table 4 yields the following result, which summarizes the effects of information acquisition

and information exchange on industry profits.

Result 5. Industry profits among the three outcomes associated with possible combinations of information
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ACQUIRE INFORMATION (I) NOT ACQUIRE INFO. (NI)

S
8∆2 + 40σ2

9σ
− 2c

40σ

9

NS
9∆2 + 40σ2

9σ
− 2c

40σ

9

Table 4: Industry profit (Π = πA + πB) under the three possible symmetric outcomes: (S,I), (NS,I) and (NI).

sharing and investment in information acquisition are ranked as follows:

Π(NS,I) > Π(S,I) > Π(NI) if c <
4∆2

9σ
, (13a)

Π(NS,I) > Π(NI) > Π(S,I) if
4∆2

9σ
< c <

∆2

2σ
, (13b)

Π(NI) > Π(NS,I) > Π(S,I) if c >
∆2

2σ
. (13c)

In particular, industry profit always declines if firms exchange their acquired information.

Result 5 can be explained as follows. Information exchange between firms enables them to refine

their poaching prices according to the preference of the rivals’ customers. Therefore, competition

becomes more intense because it forces firms to cut their poaching prices in order to subsidize

the switching costs of each group of consumers separately, while at the same time also forcing

the firms to adjust their incumbency prices in order to defend their inherited market shares. This

economic intuition is essentially based on a mechanism identical to that in Thisse and Vives (1988)

which shows that perfect price discrimination intensifies competition compared with uniform

pricing. However, in light of Liu and Serfes (2004), the implication of the results in Thisse and

Vives (1988) for our setting is not straightforward, because, as Liu and Serfes (2004) show, the

profits associated with price discrimination vary nonmonotonically with respect to the precision

of information that the firms use as the basis for the price discrimination.

6.3 Analysis of consumer welfare

Next, we compute and compare aggregate consumer welfare among the three outcomes. Using

the utility function (1), we first calculate the aggregate welfare of consumers with an inherited
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customer relationship with firm A.

CWA =

1∫
sHH
A

(vH − pHHA )ds+

sHH
A∫

0

(vH − qHHB − σs)ds+

1∫
sHL
A

(vH − pHLA )ds+

sHL
A∫

0

(vL − qHLB − σs)ds

+

1∫
sLHA

(vL − pLHA )ds+

sLHA∫
0

(vH − qLHB − σs)ds+

1∫
sLLA

(vL − pLLA )ds+

sLLA∫
0

(vL − qLLB − σs)ds. (14)

The equilibrium prices (6) and (7) and the associated bounds of integration given in (3) should be

substituted into (14) in order to calculate the consumer surplus associated with the regime (S,I),

that is, the regime with information acquisition and information sharing. The consumer surplus

displayed in (14) can be decomposed as follows. The first two terms are the surplus of consumers

who have a high preference for both brands. Among this category of consumers the first term is

the consumer surplus of those who have high switching costs and therefore stay loyal to brand A.

The second term is the consumer surplus of those who have low switching costs and therefore

respond to firm B’s discounted poaching price, qHHB .

The third and fourth integrals in (14) characterize the surplus of consumers who have a high

valuation for A, but a low valuation for B. Again, among this category of consumers the third

integral is the surplus of those who have high switching costs and therefore stay loyal to brand A,

whereas the fourth integral is the surplus of those who switch to B. The fifth and sixth integrals

have a completely analogous interpretation, except that the valuations for the two available brands

are reversed. Finally, the seventh and eight integrals capture the surplus of consumers who have

low valuations for both brands.

The upper-left quadrant in Table 5 reports the consumer surplus of customers belonging to

firm A’s segment under circumstances in which both firms acquire and share information. We

denote this consumer surplus by CWA(S,I). It is computed by substituting the equilibrium prices

(6) and (7) into the market share thresholds (3), and then into (14). The lower-left quadrant in

Table 5 is the consumer surplus when firms acquire information but do not share it. This outcome

is denoted by CWA(NS,I). It is computed by substituting the equilibrium prices (10) into the

market share thresholds (3), and then into (14). Finally, the entries in the right-hand column of
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Table 5 exhibit the consumer surplus of the configuration where neither firm acquires information

regarding the consumer-specific preferences of its consumers. We denote this consumer surplus by

CWA(NI); it is obtained by substituting the equilibrium prices (8) into the market share thresholds

(3), and then into (14). As the right-hand column of Table 5 formally demonstrates, consumer

surplus is invariant to whether the firms share information or not if no firm acquires information.

ACQUIRE INFORMATION (I) NOT ACQUIRE INFORMATION (NI)

S
∆2 + 18σ(vH + vL)− 22σ2

9σ

9∆2 + 18σ(vH + vL)− 22σ2

9σ

NS
9∆2 + 72σ(vH + vL)− 88σ2

36σ

9∆2 + 18σ(vH + vL)− 22σ2

9σ

Table 5: Aggregate consumer welfare based on (14) for consumers who have previously purchased brandA
under the three possible symmetric outcomes: CWA(S,I), CWA(NS,I), and CWA(NI).

From Table 5 we can draw the following conclusions.

Result 6. (a) Consumers lose when firms invest in acquiring information about their preferences.

(b) Information sharing further magnifies these losses for consumers.

Formally,

CWA(NI) = CWB(NI) > CWA(NS,I) = CWB(NS,I) > CWA(S,I) = CWB(S,I). (15)

Result 6 implies that the acquisition and use of information regarding customer-specific prefer-

ences as a basis for type-contingent pricing always hurts consumers, independently of the costs of

information acquisition. In the absence of any information acquisition, the pricing decisions reflect

identity recognition according to the terminology introduced in Shy and Stenbacka (2011). This

means that the firms operate with information that facilitates only one incumbency price, applied

to customers belonging to their own inherited market segment, and one poaching price, applied

to consumers with an inherited customer relationship with the rival. According to Result 6, con-

sumers are always worse off when firms can condition prices directed to their own customers on

information about their preferences. In this respect, our model implies that price discrimination
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based on acquired knowledge regarding customer-specific preferences and applied by competing

duopolists hurts consumers compared with price discrimination that is based only on identity

recognition.

Furthermore, information exchange expands the price instruments available to the firms, be-

cause with information exchange the firms can condition poaching prices on the information re-

garding customer-specific preferences acquired by the rival. According to Result 6, this expan-

sion of the scope of price discrimination hurts consumers mainly because of the increase in the

number of customers who switch inefficiently, characterized in Result 4. This feature is far from

self-evident, because information exchange could enhance the utility of consumers who are being

targeted with poaching offers. On the other hand, some consumers who stay loyal to their brands

may face a price increase as incumbent firms adjust the offers targeted to their own customers

when rival firms refine their poaching prices. Result 6 shows that the loss of consumer welfare

stemming from adjusted incumbency prices together with excessive switching between brands

exceeds the gain to consumers who are approached by more refined poaching offers.

6.4 Analysis of total welfare

We conclude this section by computing total welfare, which is defined as the sum of aggregate

consumer welfare (consumer surplus) and industry profits. Formally,W = CWA+CWB+πA+πB .

Table 6 combines Table 4 and Table 5.

ACQUIRE INFORMATION (I) NOT ACQUIRE INFORMATION (NI)

S
2[5∆2 + 18σ(vH + vL)− 2σ2]

9σ
− 2c

2[9∆2 + 18σ(vH + vL)− 2σ2]

9σ

NS
27∆2 + 72σ(vH + vL)− 8σ2

18σ
− 2c

2[9∆2 + 18σ(vH + vL)− 2σ2]

9σ

Table 6: Total welfare under the three possible symmetric outcomes: (S,I), (NS,I) and (NI).

Table 6 implies the following result.

Result 7. Investments in customer-specific preference recognition reduces total welfare, and information
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sharing further magnifies the reduction in total welfare. Formally,

W (NI) > W (NS,I) > W (S,I). (16)

Comparing Result 7 with Result 6 reveals that the ranking of outcomes according to total welfare

is aligned with the ranking according to consumer welfare. This follows from Result 4, which

identifies the source of the distortion as inefficient switching to a less-preferred brand.

However, comparing Result 7 with Result 5 reveals that the rankings associated with total

welfare and industry profit are aligned only if the cost of information acquisition is sufficiently

high, c > ∆2/(2σ), in which case firms do not invest in information.

For intermediate cost levels, 4∆2/(9σ) < c < ∆2/(2σ), there are two cases. In the absence of

information sharing, information acquisition stimulates industry profits while reducing consumer

welfare. As Result 7 makes clear, the effects on consumer surplus dominate the effects on profit in-

centives, so total welfare declines. In the presence of information sharing, information acquisition

reduces both industry profits and consumer welfare.

Finally, for sufficiently low costs of information acquisition, c < 4∆2/(9σ), information acqui-

sition always promotes industry profits and reduces consumer surplus. Again, Result 7 shows

that the loss of consumer welfare from information acquisition dominates the corresponding gain

in industry profit.

7. Strategic Information Sharing

Our analysis so far has relied on exogenous decisions regarding the exchange of information be-

tween the firms. This section extends the previous analysis by integrating each firm’s decision

whether to share information with the overall strategic plan of the firms. Formally, this section

characterizes the subgame-perfect equilibria (SPE) of the following three-stage game:3

Stage I: Each firm decides whether to share its customer-related information with the rival firm

(S), or not to share (NS). Sharing (or not sharing) information is assumed to be costless.

3The results are robust to reordering stages I and II. The reason we chose to follow this particular order is our desire
to explore the effect of information exchange on the incentives to invest in customer recognition.
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Stage II: Each firm decides whether to invest (I) at cost c, or not invest (NI), in learning the pref-

erences of its customers.

Stage III: Each firm chooses its brand prices based on the available information regarding customer-

specific preferences to maximize profit, defined in (4) and (5).

Sections 3 and 4 computed the equilibria for the subgames described as Stage II and Stage III

above. These derivations were based on the assumption that both firms adopt the same information

sharing policy in which either both firms exchange information or both conceal their known

information. In order to compute the SPE associated with the inclusion of Stage I into the game,

we must also compute the equilibria for Stage II and Stage III, assuming asymmetric decisions

with respect to information sharing.

7.1 Asymmetric information sharing

Assume now without loss of generality that firm A shares its information with firm B, but that

firm B conceals its information from A. We denote this outcome by (S, NS). The outcome (NS, S)

is similarly defined by reversing the roles of firm A and B. Table 7 displays the profits associated

with the information investment decisions made by the firms for the asymmetric configuration

(S, NS) with respect to information sharing. The upper-left profits in Table 7 are the same as

Firm B
NOT INVEST (NI) INVEST (I)

Firm NOT INVEST
20σ

9

20σ

9

20σ

9

9∆2 + 40σ2

18σ
− c

A INVEST
2(∆2 + 10σ2)

9σ
− c 2(∆2 + 10σ2)

9σ

2(∆2 + 10σ2)

9σ
− c 13∆2 + 40σ2

18σ
− c

Table 7: Investment in own customer recognition: Profits when firm A shares information with B, but B
does not share with A, (S,NS).

in Tables 1 and 2, because firms do not have any information to share if they do not invest in

information acquisition. The profits in the lower-left quadrant of Table 7 are identical to those in

Table 1, because it is irrelevant whether or not firm B shares information if firm B does not invest

in information. The profits in the upper-right quadrant are copied from Table 2, because firm A
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does not invest and hence has no information to share.

It remains to compute the profits in the lower-right quadrant of Table 7. This is the combination

in which both firms invest in learning the preferences of their customers, but only A shares its

information with B. This allows firm B to free-ride on A’s investment in customer recognition,

whereas firm A does not obtain any information regarding B’s customers. With full information

regarding A’s customers, firm A sets type-contingent prices pHHA , pHLA , pLHA , pLLA . Likewise, with

information sharing firm B targets type-contingent poaching prices qHHB , qHLB , qLHB , qLLB to A’s

customers. For customers belonging to B’s segment, firm A sets a uniform poaching price qA,

because it has no information about B’s customers. Firm B learns its customers’ preferences and

therefore sets type-contingent prices pHHB , pHLB , pLHB , and pLLB . Thus, firm A sets five prices whereas

firm B, which has more information, operates with eight prices. Substituting these prices into (3)

and then into the profit functions (4) and (5), the Nash-Bertrand equilibrium prices are found to

be

pHHA = pHHB = pLLA = pLLB =
2σ

3
, qA = qHHB = qLLB =

σ

3
, pHLA =

∆ + 2σ

3
, pHLB =

4σ − 3∆

6
,

pLHA =
2σ −∆

3
, pLHB =

3∆ + 4σ

6
, qHLB =

σ −∆

3
, and qLHB =

∆ + σ

3
. (17)

Substituting (17) into (4) and (5) yields the equilibrium profits in the lower-right quadrant of

Table 7. From this table we can generate the following conclusions.

Result 8. Suppose that firm A shares its available customer-specific information with firm B, but that

firm B does not share information with firm A, (S, NS). If the cost of acquiring information, c, is:

(a) low (c < 2∆2/(9σ)), then both firms invest in learning their customers’ preferences;

(b) intermediate (2∆2/(9σ) ≤ c ≤ ∆2/(2σ)), then firm A does not invest, whereas firm B invests;

(c) high (c > ∆2/(2σ)), then neither firm invests in acquiring customer preference information.

Results 8.a and 8.c are identical to Results 3.a and 3.c. Regardless of whether and how firms

share their information, high costs retard information acquisition, whereas low costs promote

information acquisition. However, for intermediate costs of information acquisition, 8.b is unique

and quite interesting, because the firms adopt different investment strategies. More precisely, it is

unprofitable for firm A to invest in information acquisition, because it is committed to sharing the
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information it collects with firm B, thereby giving firm B a strategic advantage. Therefore, firm A

chooses not to invest. In contrast, in this configuration, firm B invests, because it has exclusive

access to the information it collects, as this is not shared with firm A.

7.2 Equilibrium information sharing

We are now ready to solve Stage I of the game. This involves characterizing the firms’ decisions

whether or not to share information. Result 8.c demonstrates that firms do not invest when the

cost of information acquisition is high. Therefore, for this cost range, the decision whether to share

information is irrelevant, because neither firm has any information to share. Thus, it remains to

compute the equilibria for low and intermediate acquisition costs.

Result 1, Result 2, and Result 8 all state that both firms invest in acquiring information when

the cost is low, c < 2∆2/(9∆), independently of whether the firms do or do not share information.

Thus, Table 8 gathers the profit levels from the lower-right quadrants of Table 1 (S,S), Table 2

(NS,NS), and Table 7 (S,NS) and (NS,S).

Firm B
NOT SHARE (NS) SHARE (S)

Firm NOT SHARE
9∆2 + 40σ2

18σ
− c 9∆2 + 40σ2

18σ
− c 13∆2 + 40σ2

18σ
− c 2(∆2 + 10σ2)

9σ
− c

A SHARE
2(∆2 + 10σ2)

9σ
− c 13∆2 + 40σ2

18σ
− c 4(∆2 + 5σ2)

9σ
− c 4(∆2 + 5σ2)

9σ
− c

Table 8: Profits for different combinations with respect to the information sharing decisions: The low cost
case (c < 2∆2/(9σ)).

For intermediate costs of information acquisition (2∆2/(9σ) < c < ∆2/(2σ)), Result 1 states

that firms do not invest when information is shared. Result 2 states that firms invest in information

acquisition when information is not shared. Result 8 states that the firm that shares information

does not invest, whereas the firm that conceals its information invests. Therefore, the quadrant

(S,S) in Table 9 is copied from upper-left quadrant of Table 1. The quadrant (NS,NS) in Table 9 is

identical to the lower-right quadrant of Table 2. The profit associated with the (S,NS) quadrant

is calculated in the upper-right quadrant of Table 7. Finally, the payoffs under (NS,S) reverse the
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roles of A and B in (S,NS).

Firm B
NOT SHARE (NS) SHARE (S)

Firm NOT SHARE
9∆2 + 40σ2

18σ
− c 9∆2 + 40σ2

18σ
− c 9∆2 + 40σ2

18σ
− c 20σ

9

A SHARE
20σ

9

9∆2 + 40σ2

18σ
− c 20σ

9

20σ

9

Table 9: Profits for different combinations with respect to the information sharing decisions: The interme-
diate cost case (2∆2/(9σ) < c < ∆2/(2σ)).

Simple comparisons of the profit levels in Table 8 and separately in Table 9 show that neither

firm A nor firm B can increase its profits by unilaterally deviating from the outcome (NS,NS).

Therefore, the strategy combination (NS,NS) is the unique equilibrium.4

Result 9. The strategy combination where both firms decide not to share information in the first stage

supports a unique SPE equilibrium for the three-stage game.

Result 9 implies that in the three-stage game, the analysis given in Section 4 characterizes the

investments in information acquisition and equilibrium prices and profits, which are consistent

with the subgame perfect equilibrium. This holds true, because Section 4 assumes that firms do

not share information. Thus, in the full game, Result 2 applies.

In light of Result 9, our theoretical model supports as an empirical hypothesis that firms do

not engage in information exchange regarding information about customer-specific preferences.

And, indeed, in many industries we do not observe firms’ applying such practices. Nevertheless,

the exchange of customer-specific information is a central feature of some key industries such as

banking and insurance. Does this evidence contradict the predictions of our model? No, because

our model does not incorporate some of the key features associated with these particular indus-

tries. For example, Padilla and Pagano (2000) focus on a lending industry characterized by moral

4Result 9 is robust to reversing the order of Stages I and II. That is, firms would not share information if this decision
were made after they had acquired customer-specific information. An extension of this model could also incorpo-
rate such reversed timing in conjunction with a commitment by firms to make the sharing decision contingent on the
information they receive.
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hazard and demonstrates how banks have an incentive to engage in borrower-specific information

exchange as a disciplinary device with the effect of increasing the incentives for borrowers to exert

effort in order to avoid bankruptcy. Likewise, in credit markets characterized by adverse selection,

information exchange regarding individual borrowers makes it possible for banks to avoid grant-

ing funding to projects that are not creditworthy, thereby promoting banks’ profits by reducing

credit losses. Our study demonstrates that the arguments justifying the adoption of customer-

specific information exchange cannot be generalized to industries where the particular features of

adverse selection or moral hazard are absent.

We conclude with a welfare evaluation of the market allocations generated within the frame-

work of the three-stage game by comparing Result 9 with Result 7. Recall that Result 7 ranks

outcomes according to total welfare so that W (NI) > W (NS,I) > W (S,I). Hence,

Result 10. From the point of view of total welfare:

(a) the equilibrium with no sharing of information is efficient;

(b) the equilibrium with no investment in information acquisition is efficient for high investment costs

(c < ∆2/)2σ));

(c) the equilibrium with investment in information acquisition is inefficient for low investment costs (c <

∆2/)2σ)).

Within the framework of our model we can conclude that the market equilibrium is always

consistent with social efficiency as far as the decision regarding information sharing is concerned.

It should be emphasized that this conclusion is reached under circumstances where information

exchange is given no role as a device that could potentially facilitate the extraction of consumer

surplus through mechanisms such as (tacit) collusion (see Kühn 2001). Incorporating such mech-

anisms would tend to further strengthen the favorable welfare implications associated with no

information sharing.

As for information acquisition, Result 10 states that the market equilibrium supports efficient

investment decisions as long as the costs of information acquisition are high. However, for low

costs of information acquisition Result 10 identifies a market failure with excess investment in

information acquisition.
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8. Policy Implications and Directions for Future Research

In this study we have investigated the effects of costly acquisition and exchange of customer-

specific information on industry profits and consumer welfare. We have shown that consumers

are hurt when firms acquire information about their preferences and that information sharing

between firms further magnifies these losses for consumers. We have found that no information

sharing supports a subgame perfect equilibrium and that this equilibrium is also efficient. Finally,

we have demonstrated that equilibrium investments in customer information may be excessive if

firms bear low costs of acquiring customer-specific information.

Firms value the informational advantage associated with learning their customers’ prefer-

ences. Our analysis implies that a firm has no incentive to give up this advantage through information

exchange even though such an exchange would extend the information of consumer-specific pref-

erences to cover the rival’s customers. A central reason for this conclusion is that information

exchange intensifies competition.

Our analysis implies that information exchange among firms is not likely to be observed in

industries satisfying the general features covered by our model. Still, information exchange is ob-

served in some industries, such as banking and insurance. Indeed, as studies focusing on these

industries emphasize, information exchange can be profit-enhancing as well as an efficient mecha-

nism to overcome significant problems associated with moral hazard and adverse selection under

circumstances where some types of consumers may cause firms to suffer severe losses. However,

as our general analysis suggests, information exchange is typically an inefficient practice unless

such industry-specific conditions prevail. In addition, firms have no incentive to engage in this

practice.

These arguments hold true under the assumption that firms engage in noncooperative price

competition. Information exchange may very well serve as a device to facilitate tacit or explicit

collusion. These findings suggest a policy conclusion that there is merit in monitoring the ex-

change of customer-specific information and having antitrust authorities challenge it when war-

ranted. However, firms engaging in the practice of exchanging customer-specific information

should be given the opportunity to present arguments for efficiency enhancement associated with
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information exchange and should bear the burden of proving these arguments.

Our study identifies only one potential market failure when firms invest in information at low

cost and adjust prices accordingly. Under such circumstances the loss to consumers outweighs the

gains in industry profits. However, this result by itself seems insufficient to warrant restrictions on

information acquisition, because firms may have to reward consumers for revealing information

about themselves. Rewards can be granted in the form of points or discounts on future purchases.

Indeed, we can interpret the cost parameter, c, as including the costs associated with such cus-

tomer loyalty programs, but our model does not capture the process by which consumers respond

to such programs. Future research could enrich our model by incorporating mechanisms for how

strategic customers reveal information regarding their types.

In order to be able to highlight the central economic mechanisms in a transparent way, our

model makes a number of simplifying assumptions. The robustness of the results can be ques-

tioned in light of the generality of these assumptions. In this respect, our model suggests at least

the following questions as topics for future research: To what extent are the results robust to an

alteration of the cost structure of information acquisition, such as increasing marginal cost with re-

spect to the number of own customers? Following the literature on information exchange, we have

assumed that firms reveal their information in a truthful way. It would be interesting to examine

whether the model can be extended to capture strategic information exchange. Finally, it should

be emphasized that our analysis has not incorporated behavioral aspects, according to which the

collection and exchange of customer-specific information could potentially induce consumers to

modify their behavior in attempts to, for example, defend individual privacy. To incorporate such

features our model could be extended to include elements from behavioral economics.
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